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ABSTRACT
To efficiently manage large-scale cloud data centers, it is critical
to understand data centers’ workload, energy, and thermal char-
acteristics and their impact on the system through data-driven
analysis. However, most publicly available traces solely focuses on
application workloads ignoring energy and thermal aspects, forcing
existing studies to rely on inaccurate and unrealistic analytical or
simulation models. In this paper, we present a comprehensive data-
driven analysis of a production cloud data center. We monitor and
collect the physical machine-level metrics such as resource utiliza-
tion, energy, and temperature for up to nine months, with a system
size of over 26000 CPU cores hosting, on average 1300 virtual ma-
chines. We perform a systematic statistical analysis to characterize
the monitored data, and study their distributions, variations, trends,
and inter-dependencies. We also develop data-driven models to
predict resource usage and energy consumption of a physical ma-
chine, and demonstrate the usefulness of our dataset through this
use case. Our study reveals interesting insights into the energy and
thermal phenomena of a data center. The outcome of this analysis
helps to increase infrastructure efficiency and long-term strategic
planning and improve key business KPIs. The ope-sourced dataset
and artefacts enables to investigate new optimization approaches
and use cases by researchers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data centers (DCs) are the core infrastructure for modern comput-
ing systems such as cloud, edge, and High-Performance Computing
(HPC) systems. They offer subscription-based services to a wide
range of applications from different domains, such as scientific and
business workloads, that demand high reliability and Quality of
Service (QoS) [2, 7, 24]. However, DCs are complex cyber-physical
systems that consume enormous amounts of energy [3, 5, 24]. They
vary in their capacity and size from micro DCs at the edge to hyper-
scale cloud DCs in remote locations with some hyper-scale DCs
requiring up to 100 megawatts of power at peak. The high energy
consumption and power density of DCs also generate thermal hot
spots that increase the risk of system failure, performance degrada-
tion, and thermal throttling, as well as the cost of cooling energy
[15, 24]. Therefore, it is essential to understand the characteristics
of DCs in terms of resource usage and their energy and thermal
behaviors for efficient resource management.
Advantages of Statistical Characterization :Amodern cloudDC
contains many subsystems, including computing, storage, network

equipment, cooling systems, and other facility-related subsystems,
each interacting in a complex manner. Thus, statistical analysis
of DC regarding resource usage levels, energy consumption, and
thermal behavior is critical to understanding the difficult trade-offs
between different subsystems [2, 29]. Such statistical analysis is
non-trivial and has multiple benefits for cloud service providers
and users [5, 21]. First, with a better knowledge of the system dy-
namics (e.g., average or peak usage ), service providers can create a
optimized capacity planning, and reduce their capital and operating
expenditure [1, 15, 23]. Second, system characterization helps in
designing resource management techniques such as scheduling, pro-
visioning, and scaling to increase resource utilization and simultane-
ously reduce the infrastructure’s energy consumption [5, 10, 15, 24].
Third, users can decide optimal resource requirements for their ap-
plication workloads and reduce costs [2, 7]. Finally, the statistical
characterization of relevant parameters helps researchers to set up
realistic experiments and simulations by configuring the experimen-
tal parameters accurately [14, 21, 28].
Challenges: The existing analysis and characterization of large-scale
systems [7, 13, 17, 18, 22, 25, 29] consider only the traces collected at
user, job, or Virtual Machine (VM) level, and do not consider Phys-
ical Machine (PM) level metrics. For instance, the Google Cluster
dataset [25] characterized task length, requested and provisioned
resources, and usage metrics (CPU, RAM, Disk). Similarly, Microsoft
Azure has published many traces characterizing their Azure ser-
vices, such as VMs [13] and Serverless functions [28]. Furthermore,
few studies have explored private Cloud DCs and their business
workloads [29], and simulation models for characterizing large-
scale cloud DCs [21]. One common aspect of all these datasets
and analyses is that they do not consider PM-level metrics such as
energy usage, CPU temperature, and inlet temperature and only
analyze workloads at the task or VM level. The absence of PM-level
public datasets can be attributed to the fact that revealing energy-
related metrics of a public cloud would disclose business-critical
information, raising the privacy and confidentiality issues. However,
PM level metrics are critical for understanding the implications of
dynamic workloads on DCs’ energy and thermal behaviors.

Additionally, the lack of realistic traces representing the DC’s
physical environment compels researchers to use analytical [9] or
static heuristic methods to model the DC power and temperature
phenomena [20]. Such modeling techniques are proven to be inac-
curate in representing a dynamic and complex DCs [15, 23].
Contributions: This paper comprehensively analyzes a physical
environment of a private cloud DC. We collect PM-level metrics
focusing on resource usage, energy, and temperature-related read-
ings. The data is collected from 144 rack-cabinet servers hosting,
on average, 1300 VMs. The total infrastructure consists of over
26000 CPU cores and 25000 GB primary memory. The traces are



collected over 9 months, with a ten-minute long interval, and the
entire dataset contains 3.61 million tuples. Initially, we analyze the
dataset with basic statistical measures such as min, max, median,
and standard deviation. Then, we study the distributions and varia-
tions of monitored parameters to analyze the system state and its
dynamicity in run-time. We characterize the dataset based on CPU,
memory, network usage, energy, and CPU temperature. The com-
prehensive analysis and characterization of the dataset produce
many interesting insights and observations. For example, while
the majority of machines are highly underutilized (with a mean
CPU load < 20% CPU), the system’s energy consumption is still
significant (with mean power consumption > 40%).

In summary, 80% of machines use less than 20% of their CPU
while 40% of machines have more than 50 % of peak power usage,
reflecting the need for the efficient utilization of resources and energy
spent. Similarly, PMs in DC operate in above-average CPU temper-
atures, irrespective of their workload conditions. Furthermore, as
a practical use case, we develop workload forecasting and power
prediction models for DC servers using the dataset.

The key contributions of this work are:
• We collect the PM-level traces for up to nine months and
statistically characterize the dataset.

• We analyze the dataset and its different features to un-
derstand the distribution, variations, and correlations and
identify key insights.

• We provide a use case study for predictive analysis and de-
velop CPU load and power consumption models of PMs.

• We open source and publish the dataset 1 for broader use by
the research community.

2 BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
This section introduces the cloud infrastructure under investigation,
workload, and our data collection method. We also discuss the
statistical tools used to characterize the datasets.

This work analyzes the traces of a private DC that serves as a
research cloud (RC) and hosts various workloads. The RC is hosted
by the University of Melbourne (UniMelb), which provides on-
demand computing resources to researchers, similar to commercial
cloud service providers. The RC consists of nearly 26,000 virtual
cores and 25,000 GB of memory and supports private networking,
load balancing, and DNS services. The RC uses OpenStack [27],
a platform for unified resource management and virtualization.
OpenStack’s provisioning, scheduling, and networkingmechanisms
are employed to manage the computing resources of the RC.

Workloads: The typical workloads and use cases include data
analytics, scientific experiments, web hosting, virtual desktop, and
many others. A resource request from a user project includes com-
puting resources, volume storage, object storage, or database ser-
vices. The computing resources are provisioned as VM instances in
different flavors ranging from 1 vCPU core to 80 vCPU cores. The
storage resources are provided in virtual volumes or object stor-
age containers (similar to AWS S3). The database service includes
engines such as MySQL and PostgreSQL. The users manage their
resources through OpenStack’s APIs or OpenStack dashboards.

1The dataset is available at Zenodo: https://zenodo.org/records/10069402

2.1 Data Collection
We collect the traces from two clusters of the RC; the first clus-
ter has nodes with Dell R840 architecture, while the second one
has DELL C6320 server nodes. All the machines are rack servers
deployed in standard 42U rack cabinets. The R840 is a dual CPU
machine (64 cores/CPU) with 64 GB primary memory, while the
DELL C6320 is a dual CPU machine (80 cores/CPU) with 196 GB
primary memory. The DELL C6320 are newer machines in our DC
compared to the R840 machines. These are a subset of machines
from our Cloud platform from which we collected the data. This
is common in related work, such as characterizing Bitbrains and
Google workloads [25, 29], where the anonymization is achieved
through a selection of only a part of the infrastructure. However,
our dataset is more specific and reports the physical machine (PM)-
level traces, including power, CPU temperature, and usual resource
utilization metrics. The traces collected from two clusters are called
as dataset1 (D1) and dataset2 (D2), from here onwards.

A brief summary of the dataset is presented in Table 1. The D1
traces are collected for a duration of ∼ 9 months, while D2 contains
∼ 5 months. The reason for collecting data for an extended period
is to capture all the dynamics and variations of system parameters,
which is only possible when resources experience different usage
levels. The D1 traces has 80 PMs, with an average of over 750 VMs
running on it, while the D2 contains 64 PMs, with an average of
570 VMs running on it. Thus, in total, 144 serves and 1338 average
number of VMs together. The data is recorded with a log interval of
10 minutes. The total count of resources includes over 26,000 CPU
cores and 34,000 GB of memory. After data filtration and cleaning,
the D1 dataset contains 2653869 tuples, and D2 contains 961158
tuples; thus, the dataset in total has 3.61 million tuples. In D1, each
tuple contains 16 features, including utilization metrics, power,
thermal, and fan speed sensor measurements, while a few features
are not available in D2 (fan speeds and inlet). The details of these
features are given in Table 2. Two CPU temperature measurements
are reported as each host is has two CPUs in D1 and D2.

We run a collectd2 daemon in the DC servers to collect the
data, which is an open-source application that collects system and
application performance counters periodically through system in-
terfaces such as IPMI and sensors. The metrics are accessed through
network APIs and stored in an SQL database. We used several bash
and python scripts to pre-process the data and removed invalid
measurements (e.g., NaN).

Note that our traces do not include data about VMs, like arrival
time, deletion time, or VM level usage. Instead, we investigate
resource consumption at a PM level. It also protects the anonymity
of users. Moreover, in our DC,workloads often use the sameVMs for
long periods, typically over several months. Since we conduct our
analysis over traces at the PM-level and are interested in studying
the physical environment of a DC with PM-level usage, energy, and
temperature phenomena, VM-level metrics fall out of scope in our
study. In fact, our traces do not have data about them to report.

2.2 Statistical Tools for Characterization
In this work, we comprehensively characterize PMs using data cor-
responding to utilization in terms of CPU, memory, number of CPU
cores, number of VMs, and network resources. In addition, we also
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Architecture
Hosts
(total= 144)

VM
(total =1338)

CPU Cores
(total = 26624) Memory Period Interval

Tuples
(total=3615027 )

dataset1 (D1) Dell R840 80 768 10240 10240 ∼9 months 10 minutes 2653869
dataset2 (D2) DELL C6320 64 570 16384 24576 ∼5 months 10 minutes 961158

Table 1: Brief overview of the dataset

Table 2: Definition of features collected

Features Definition
𝐶𝑃𝑈 CPU Load (%)
𝑅 RAM- Random Access Memory (mb)
𝑅𝑥 RAM in usage (mb)
𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈 Number of CPU cores
𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥 Number of CPU cores in use
𝑁𝑅𝑥 Network inbound traffic (Kbps)
𝑁𝑇𝑥 Network outbound traffic (Kbps)
𝑃𝑐 Power consumed by host (Watts)
𝑇𝐶𝑃𝑈 1 CPU 1 temperature (℃)
𝑇𝐶𝑃𝑈 2 CPU 2 temperature (℃)
𝑓 𝑠1 fan1 speed (RPM)
𝑓 𝑠2 fan2 speed (RPM)
𝑓 𝑠3 fan3 speed (RPM)
𝑓 𝑠4 fan4 speed (RPM)
𝑇𝑖𝑛 Inlet temperature (℃)
𝑁𝑣𝑚 Number of VMs running on host

Table 3: Feature set variations in the dataset

Metrics Min Max Mean SD
D1 D2 D1 D2 D1 D2 D1 D2

𝐶𝑃𝑈 0.0 0.0 68.36 86.31 10.35 22.29 14.21 18.51
𝑅𝑥 0.49 1.44 64.42 191.41 35.60 46.77 14.12 35.40
𝑁𝑅𝑥 0 0 10.65+e8 52.63+e8 28.75+e5 25.59+e6 17.71+e6 20.94+e7
𝑁𝑇𝑥 0 0 11.24+e8 59.97+e8 22.86+e5 14.55+e6 14.66+e6 19.41+e7
𝑁𝑣𝑚 0 0 54 261 9.6 9.01 5.58 32.91
𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥 0 0 128 320.00 55.93 39.81 20.27 40.56
𝑓 𝑠1 − 𝑓 𝑠4 280 - 13941.66 - 8804 - 2687.12 -
𝑇𝐶𝑃𝑈 1 29.14 26.66 82.01 79.23 57.00 59.52 11.06 11.60
𝑇𝐶𝑃𝑈 2 25.46 25.58 77.95 81.40 48.29 59.76 8.79 12.85
𝑃 55.86 260.00 448 806.00 205.58 546.44 65.55 122.07
𝑇𝑖𝑛 4 - 25.75 - 17.73 - 3.66 -
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Figure 1: PDF of CPU and Memory

characterize energy and CPU temperatures. We use commonly used
statistical tools to analyze the traces, such as exploratory analysis,
temporal analysis, and correlations [25, 29]. Initially, we provide an
overview of the dataset using basic statistical tools and report the
min, max, mean, mean, and standard deviation (SD) values. Then,
we perform Exploratory Analysis to analyze distribution and vari-
ations. We use statistical instruments such as Probability Density

Function (PDF), Cumulative Distributed Function (CDF), and unit-
less Coefficient of variation (CoV) (ratio of SD and mean) values ob-
served for all PMs. We perform Temporal Analysis to identify trends
and time patterns in our time series dataset, where we aggregate
over time by summing the average value of observed parameters
for all the PMs each hour. In addition, to understand the dynamicity,
we report the peak-to-mean ratio (ratio of peak-to-mean values)
computed for hourly aggregated intervals.

Furthermore, we perform Correlation Analysis to study the de-
pendency between the different parameters. We use Pearson Cor-
relation Coefficient (PCC), which measures the linear relationship
between two variables. In a word, these statistical methods help
systematically characterize the dataset and understand the intri-
cacies of a complex DC environment. These statistical tools are
commonly used to characterize datasets in other works [2, 29].

In the following sections, we analyze important variables rela-
vant to resource utilization, power, and CPU temperature in detail
and only provide basic statistics for fan speeds and inlet temper-
ature. The analysis is organized in two parts: Resource Utilization
and Energy and Thermal analysis.

3 RESOURCE UTILIZATION ANALYSIS
We analyze the dataset using the statistical tools mentioned in
Section 2.2. The basic statistics (min, max, mean, SD) of the entire
dataset is illustrated in Table 3.

3.1 Exploratory Analysis
CPU and Memory Usage: CPU and memory are dominant re-
source types in the cloud DCs. The VMs are provisioned based
on resource units translated as CPU and memory requirements of
users. CPU and memory utilization reflects user workloads’ overall
behaviors and governs the DC’s power consumption and thermal
characteristics [5, 24]. Therefore, we analyze them together here.

Figure 1 presents a PDF of CPU and RAM utilization of all the
PMs for dataset1 (D1) and dataset2 (D2). In Figure 1a, the 𝑥-axis
represents a quantized CPU load (%), and the 𝑦-axis represents the
corresponding probability density value. As observed, most of the
PMs utilize around ∼ 10 % of their CPU capacity in D1 and D2,
reflecting an extremely lower utilization of provisioned resources
by the VMs. However, compared to D1, PMs in D2 have higher
mean CPU usage ∼ 20% (Table 3). Such a distribution is normal in
private and public cloud DCs [13, 25, 29]. Because cloud platforms
always over-provision the resources to meet peak demand, thus,
resources are often underutilized. Therefore, increasing the utiliza-
tion without impacting the workload QoS is challenging. Similarly,
as seen in Figure 1b, the majority of PMs utilize more than 50%
(` = 35.60) of available memory and 23.8% (` = 46.67) in D2. Since
servers in D2 have larger available memory (196 GB/machine), this
lower % memory utilization in D2 is justified compared to D1.
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Figure 2: CDF and CoV of CPU and RAM used
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Figure 3: PDF of 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈 and 𝑁𝑣𝑚

To understand the distributions and variations of CPU and mem-
ory utilization, we further characterize the CPU and memory uti-
lization using CDF and CoV. Both the CDF and CoV behavior can
be observed in Figure 2. The 80% of the machines have less than
20% CPU utilization for D1, and 40% of machines have less than 20%
utilization in D2 (Figure 2a). Similarly, for memory (Figure 2b), 80%
of PMs have less than 50 GB (𝑅 = 64𝐺𝐵) of memory usage in D1,
while 90% of machines have less than 100 GB memory usage in D2
(𝑅 = 196𝐺𝐵), respectively. The higher CPU and memory utilization
in D2 compared to D1 reflects a better bin-packing strategy of VMs
in Cluster-2 compared to Cluster-1.

To understand the dynamicity of CPU and memory utilization,
we report the CoV values. CoV values are unitless, allowing us to
accurately compare the dynamicity across different parameters. A
CoV value less than 1 represents lower dynamicity, i.e., utilization
always hovers around mean utilization, and a CoV value more than
2 represents highly dynamic utilization behavior. As shown in Fig-
ure 2c, only 40% of PMs have CoV of less than 1 in D1 (` = 0.77),
representing highly dynamic CPU usage in Cluster-1. However,
80% of PMs in D2 have CoV of less than 1 for CPU load (` = 1.18),
indicating that most of the PMs in D2 have stable CPU loads. Nev-
ertheless, significant PMs in D1 and D2 have high fluctuations, i.e.,
CoV values greater than 2, indicating CPU load is highly dynamic
and unpredictable for these PMs. Similar distributions and behavior
have been identified in large-scale cloud DCs [29]. Compared to
CPU load, we find that memory utilization has less dynamicity.
Almost all the PMs in D1 have less than 1 CoV value and more than
90% of PMs in D2 have CoV less than 1, as indicated in Figure 2d.

Number of CPU Cores Used and Number of VMs: Here, we
perform an exploratory analysis of the number of CPU cores in

use (𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥 ) and the number of VMs running (𝑁𝑣𝑚). These two
variables provide an overview of the resource utilization level of
a DC infrastructure as a whole. DC’s total and available capacity
are usually measured in terms of free CPU cores [5], and the VM
provisioning policies are designed based on the free CPU cores
in PMs. Thus, a clear understanding of CPU cores usage would
help DC operators with better capacity planning and help design
optimized resource provisioning techniques [5, 24].

Figure 3 presents a PDF of 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥 and 𝑁𝑣𝑚 of all the PMs for
D1 and D2. As observed in Figure 3a, most of the PMs in D1 utilize
around 50 cores on average of their total core counts (𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈 = 128)
in D1, while 80 cores in D2 (𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈 = 196 ), reflecting more than 50%
of CPU cores are unused in DC. These insights give an opportu-
nity for optimizations such as consolidation and flexible workload
admission techniques to increase overall resource utilization. Simi-
larly, the PDF of 𝑁𝑣𝑚 can be observed in Figure 3b. Most PMs host
around 9-10 VMs on average in D1 and D2. The PMs in D2 host
higher VMs than PMs in D1 (maximum= 261, see Table 3), as PMs
in D2 are larger and host more VMs. However, it also decreases the
overall mean of 𝑁𝑣𝑚 in D2 (as more PMs are idle).

To further analyze the distribution and dynamicity of 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥

and 𝑁𝑣𝑚 , we use CDF and CoV as indicated in Figure 4. The CDF of
𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥 is illustrated in Figure 4a, where 80% of PMs have less than
50 CPU cores used in D1, and 90% of PMs have less than 100 CPU
cores usage in D2. Similarly, for 𝑁𝑣𝑚 , almost all the machines host
less than 50 VMs (` = 9.6,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 54) in D1, while more than 10% of
PMs in D2 host more than 50 VMs (` = 9.1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 261), respectively
(Figure 4b). A similar justification stated in the PDF analysis can
be given for this utilization distribution. These results indicate an
opportunity to bin-pack more VMs on PMs, and need for techniques
to manage the peak utilization scenarios (e.g., migration) [7, 15].

Figures 4c and 4d provide CoV of 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥 and 𝑁𝑣𝑚 , respectively.
The CoV of both 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥 and 𝑁𝑣𝑚 follows identical trends. This is
because the 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥 used directly depends on the 𝑁𝑣𝑚 , a PM hosts,
and their configurations. VMs rarely change their CPU core capacity
once provisioned and assigned to PMs. In addition, VMs are used
for a long duration, indicating lower dynamicity. As seen in Figure
4c, 90% of PMs have CoV of lower than 1 in D1, while 80% (` = 0.31)
of PMs have lower than 1 in D2 (` = 0.77), respectively. 𝑁𝑣𝑚 also
follows similar CoV distribution for both D1 and D2 (Figure 4d).
Therefore, we can infer that dynamcity of 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥 and 𝑁𝑣𝑚 is least
significant problem to be addressed by DC operators.
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Figure 4: CDF and CoV of 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥 and 𝑁𝑉𝑀
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Figure 5: PDF of 𝑁𝑅𝑥 and 𝑁𝑇𝑥

Network usage: Our dataset has two network metrics for each
PM, 𝑁𝑅𝑥 (inbound traffic) and 𝑁𝑇𝑥 (outbound traffic). Studying the
network utilization behavior helps to analyze network I/O behav-
iors of workloads and design the necessary network infrastructure.
Most of the VMs in our DC have minimal network communication,
with the average mean of 𝑁𝑇𝑥 being 2.26 Mbps and 14.56 Mbps
in D1 and D2, respectively. Similarly, 𝑁𝑅𝑥 has an average mean of
2.875 Mbps 25.55 Mbps for D1 and D2, respectively, as illustrated in
Table 3. The PDF plot in Figure 5 shows that both 𝑁𝑇𝑥 (Figure 5a)
and 𝑁𝑅𝑥 (Figure 5b) metrics have concentrated histograms with
minimal distribution. It is expected as VMs in our DC host stan-
dalone VMs and is often used for compute-heavy jobs with minimal
network communications. However, this may not be in the case of
public cloud DCs where most VMs host applications accessed over
the internet, thus showing higher network usage [13].

A similar trend, i.e., lower distribution is observed for the CDF
as seen in Figures 6a and 6b. However, the CoV (Figure 6d, 6c) of
𝑁𝑇𝑥 and 𝑁𝑅𝑥 has higher value for both D1 and D2. The average
CoV of 5.5 and 4.4 for 𝑁𝑇𝑥 and 5.03 and 3.93 for 𝑁𝑅𝑥 for D1 and D2,
respectively, showcasing a high deviation from the mean network
usage, thus higher dynamicity in network usage traffic of PMs.

3.2 Temporal Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze resource usage trends over time.
The knowledge of the temporal behavior of workloads and char-
acterizing the time patterns of resource usage help to provision
sufficient resources for user workloads. We study peak, mean, and
minimum resource usage over time following [29]. We also report
the peak-to-mean ratio as a measure of dynamicity over time. We
report hourly intervals for the entire duration of the dataset. For all

the resources analyzed, we find that workloads are more dynamic
than most previously described DC workloads and more in line
with cloud workloads’ volatile resource usage patterns.

CPU and Memory: Figures 7a and 7b illustrate the usage over
time of CPU resources, which provide hourly peak, mean, and min
usage of CPU load. Since datasets belong to two clusters and have
different periods of monitored data, we plot them separately. The
average peak-to-mean ratio of CPU usage is 6.3 and 2.33 for D1 and
D2, respectively, indicating a significant fluctuation in CPU usage.
A similar ratio has been observed in other workload traces such
as Google trace ( peak-to-mean ratio of 1.3, daily intervals), Azure
traces ( peak-to-mean ratio of 1.7, 15-minute intervals), and the
Microsoft Messenger trace (peak-to-mean ratio of 2.5-6.0, 30-second
intervals). The higher peak-to-mean ratio in our DC reflects much
more dynamicity than existing datasets.

Like CPU, Figure 8 indicates the memory usage over time for
D1 and D2. The average peak-to-mean ratio of memory usage is
1.6 and 2.72 for D1 and D2, indicating PMs in D2 have much more
fluctuation than in D1. Such variations between D1 and D2 might
be due to a higher multi-tenancy in D2, where few machines in D2
host almost five times more VMs on a single host (see Table 3).

We also analyze the temporal behavior of other resources, in-
cluding the 𝑁𝑣𝑚 , 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥 , 𝑁𝑇𝑥 and 𝑁𝑅𝑥 and find similar higher
peak-to-mean ratios for both datasets (D1, D2). Due to page limita-
tions, we only present numerical values here instead of plots. We
find that the peak-to-mean ratio for 𝑁𝑣𝑚 is (2.43, 25.11), and for
𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑥 it is (1.55, 11.98). The significantly higher ratio for D2 is
because larger PMs allow hosting many VMs into a few PMs. At
the same time, other PMs are left unused, affecting the mean value
of resource usage, thus reflecting it on the peak-to-mean ratio. The
ratio for 𝑁𝑇𝑥 is (40.15, 31.55), and 𝑁𝑅𝑥 is (47.51, 31.93), indicating
higher fluctuations in network usage in PMs.
Key insight: The servers have lower average CPU and mem-
ory utilization, but they show high temporal variability and
dynamicity, which indicates the need for efficient resource
utilization policies that can handle bursty usage scenarios.

4 ENERGY AND THERMAL ANALYSIS
It is important to note that, PMs in dataset1 (D1) and dataset2
(D2) have dual CPUs, so we have two separate CPU temperature
readings. The CPU2 temperature follows similar distribution as
CPU1, thus, for the sake of brevity, we present the CPU temperature
phenomenon of only CPU1.
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Figure 6: CDF and CoV of 𝑁𝑅𝑥 and 𝑁𝑇𝑥
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Figure 7: CPU usage over time

4.1 Exploratory Analysis
Figure 10 presents the PDF of power (𝑃 ) and CPU temperature. The
PMs in D1 have a peak power consumption of up to 450 watts,
and PMs in D2 have a peak power consumption of up to 800 watts.
Most PMs in D1 consume power in the range of 200 watts, and
many PMs experience peak power usage, as seen in Figure 10a. A
similar trend is observed for D2. It is important to note that the
average CPU utilization for the PMs in both D1 and D2 is between
10-20%, but the power consumption is in much higher percentile
(` = 45.7% in D1 and ` = 67.4% in D2). It is due to the idle node
power consumption rate of PMs. Therefore, it becomes essential
for DC operators to increase resource utilization of resources so
that energy is spent on the computation cycle more effectively.

The high number of hosts operating at a peak CPU temperature
can be observed from Figure 10b. The CPU temperature reaches up
to 80 °C for D1 and D2. The high °C of CPU temperatures increases
the chances of CPU throttling induced by thermal threshold. The
peak temperatures in the DC environment can be due to multiple
reasons, including workload level, cooling system settings, and
physical phenomenon such as heat circulation effect in DC. [15, 20].

We further analyze the distribution and dynamicity of power
and temperature using CDF and CoV similar to resource utilization
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Figure 8: RAM usage over time

(Figure 9). The CDF of Power 𝑃 is illustrated in (Figure 9a). Here,
more than 40% of PMs have more than 200 watts of power con-
sumption (peak power up to 450 watts) in D1, and 40% of PMs have
more than 600 watts of power consumption in D2 (peak power up
to 800 watts). Similarly, for 𝑇𝐶𝑃𝑈 1, more than 20 % of hosts exceed
beyond 70 °C of CPU temperature (peak temperature of 80 °C). The
high number of PMs experiencing above-average power consump-
tion and CPU temperature is inconsistent with the observed CPU
utilization, indicating a non-linear relationship between them.

4.2 Temporal Analysis
The Figures 9c and 9d provide CoV of 𝑃 and 𝑇𝐶𝑃𝑈 1. Figures 9c and
9d show lower fluctuations, i.e., deviating less from their mean
values. The mean CoV of 𝑃 is 0.24 and 0.16 for PMs in D1 and D2,
while the mean CoV of𝑇𝐶𝑃𝑈 1 is 0.13 and 0.14 for PMs in D1 and D2,
respectively. The lower CoV of 𝑃 and 𝑇𝐶𝑃𝑈 1 is because most of the
PMs always operate around mean values (idle power contributing
to this large, and most machines are idle). This non-linearity of
variations between resource utilization (e,g, CPU) and power and
temperature behaviors makes it difficult to model power consump-
tion or thermal response with simple analytical models [30].
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Figure 9: CDF and CoV of Power and CPU Temperature
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Figure 10: PDF of Energy and CPU Temperature
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Figure 11: Power consumption over time

Figures 11a and 11b illustrate the power consumption over time
for dataset1 (D1) and dataset2 (D2). They provide hourly peak, mean,
and min usage of 𝑃 . The average peak-to-mean ratio of 𝑃 usage is
1.59 and 1.23 for D1 and D2, indicating a sight fluctuation over time.

Figure 12 provides the min, max, and mean temperature of all
PMs in D1 and D2 for their monitored period. For 𝑇𝐶𝑃𝑈 1, the aver-
age peak-to-mean ratio is 1.34 (1.44 for 𝑇𝐶𝑃𝑈 2 ) and 1.24 (1.25 for
𝑇𝐶𝑃𝑈 2) for D1 and D2, indicating the close similarity of variations
between power consumption and CPU temperatures of PMs.
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Figure 12: CPU Temperature over time

Key insight: The servers have high average power con-
sumption and temperature, but low temporal variations,
which means that most of the servers operate at their mean
values (due to idle power consumption). Power and temper-
ature are also not linearly related to the CPU utilization,
which makes it hard to model with simple analytical models.

5 CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Figure 13 shows the correlation between all the parameters. The left
side in Figure 13 is for dataset (D1), while the right is for dataset2
(D2). The D1 has additional information about fan speeds (𝑓 𝑠1 − 4)
and inlet temperature (𝑇𝑖𝑛) compared to D2. We do not include
constant PM parameters that represent PM’s configuration (𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈

and 𝑅), which do not have correlations with other parameters in
runtime. The correlation plots are based on the standard pairwise
Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) represented as a heat map.
For illustration, the values are represented as color shades. Here,
the correlation value ranges from -1 to 1, close to 1 for highly corre-
lated features, 0 for no correlation, and -1 for negative correlation.
In addition, the correlation matrix is clustered based on the pair-
wise Euclidean distance to enhance interpretability. We observe
that few parameters are highly correlated while others correlate
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Figure 13: Correlation matrix of D1 and D2

negatively. For instance, power consumption represents high inter-
dependencies with CPU load and temperatures. It is also important
to note that inlet temperature (in D1) positively correlates with fan
speeds and the number of VMs, indicating influence of workload
level on cooling requirements. Moreover, factors like memory usage
and machine fan speeds also have some degree of interdependence.
In both D1 and D2, network parameters have the least correla-
tion with other features in general, especially indicating its little
influence on power consumption and CPU temperature metrics.

Key insight: Power and CPU temperature are positively
correlated with CPU,memory, and fan speeds, while network
parameters have the lowest correlation. In D1, inlet tempera-
ture is also related to fan speeds and number of VMs, which
reflects the impact of workload level on cooling settings.

6 A CASE STUDY: WORKLOAD FORECASTING
AND POWER CONSUMPTION PREDICTION

Evaluating traces with a potential use case enables researchers to
identify the practical sensitivities of dataset and prove its general-
ity [2]. We demonstrate this through a case study by developing
workload forecasting and energy prediction models. PMs whose
run-time CPU usage is not known a priori are commonly allocated
with a significantly lower number of VMs, which leads to poor re-
source utilization and energy inefficiency. Consequently, predicting
CPU load helps operators to plan and utilize resources efficiently.
However, accurate workload estimation and power consumption is
a non-trivial problem [5]. The simple linear-estimation models fail
to capture complex cloud DCs’ dynamics accurately. Consequently,
the advancement of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms and data
availability could address this problem effectively [12]. Therefore,
we study how well our dataset can be used to develop new predic-
tive models for estimating CPU usage and power consumption.

Since we predict numerical target values, i.e., CPU load (%) and
power consumption (watts), we explore several commonly used
multi-variate regression algorithms. Our selected candidate algo-
rithms include Linear Regression (LR), Polynomial Regression (PR),
Lasso Regression (LR), Ridge Regression (RR), Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with LSTM,
XGBoost (XGB), LightGBM (LGBM), Random Forest (RF), and Deci-
sion Tree (DT). We used entire D1 and D2 datasets and followed
standard ML practices to train the model, including dividing train
and test datasets (70% and 30%). The models are trained to predict
the next interval (10-minute intervals similar to dataset collection)
CPU load and power consumption of any random server. The input
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Figure 14: Predictive modelling

features include variables mentioned in Table 2 except the target
variables (we also exclude 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑈 and 𝑅, which are constant). We
trained separate models for D1 and D2 as models must be built
using data from the same architectures and environment since they
significantly affect the performance [5]. The models are trained
using ML algorithms from scikit-learn framework. We set default
model-specific hyper-parameters and did not perform any further
optimization to analyze the results among multiple models reason-
ably. The experiment results have shown that the models trained
using our dataset can accurately estimate the CPU load and power
consumption of servers, as shown in Figure 14. For both the CPU
and power, D2 has a slightly higher error rate than D1. This could
be attributed to the fact that D1 has more tuples and higher distri-
bution, as it is collected for longer period. The CNN model achieves
the best accuracy for CPU load prediction with an RMSE value of
0.015 and 0.014 for D1 and D2, respectively. Similarly, the RF model
achieves the best results for energy prediction with an average
RMSE of 0.0016 and 0.018 for D1 and D2, respectively.

Key insight: The results show that a comprehensive dataset
can enable accurate workload and power prediction models,
assisting data-driven resource optimizations. Additionally,
our dataset can support other predictivemodels, such as CPU
and inlet temperature.

7 THREATS AND APPLICABILITY
In this section, we discuss the potential threats and applicability of
our research and dataset.

7.1 Threats to Validity
• Is the DC in this study representative of a large-scale public cloud
DC and its workload? The DC infrastructure used in this study
may not be representative of a hyper-scale DC and its workloads.
However, it provides insights into the understanding of rack-
arranged servers and their complex phenomena in regard to
energy and temperature under changing workload conditions
using the specific test data (workloads of a research cloud).
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Author Organization Infrastructure type Trace types
Granularity of
Traces Characteristics Utilization Metrics

Energy &
Temperature

Reiss et al. [25] Google Public cloud Scheduler logs Jobs Reporting the google cluster’s compute job traces ✓ ✗
Cortez et al. [7] &
Hadary et al. [13] Microsoft Public cloud VM traces VM Characterization of VM workloads & development

of VM allocation and scheduling mechanisms ✓ ✗

Shahrad et al. [28] Microsoft Public cloud Serverless application
traces Functions Characterization of FaaS workloads and

corresponding resource optimization methods ✓ ✗

Jiang et al. [18] Alibaba Public cloud Batch and online jobs Jobs Analyzed effect of collocation of batch and online
jobs on performance ✓ ✗

Shen et al. [29] BitBrain Private cloud VM level VMs Statistical characterization of VM level requested
and used resources for business workloads ✓ ✗

Jia et al. [17] - Private cluster Data analysis jobs Jobs Bench marking and analyzing data analysis job on
Hadoop cluster ✓ ✗

Amvrosiadis et al. [2] LANL & TwoSigma HPC cluster HPC cluster Jobs Study of HPC and on-premise financial data
center traces of jobs ✓ ✗

Our work UniMelb Private cloud PM traces PM
Statistical characterization and analysis of
PM level metrics ✓ ✓

Table 4: Related works and comparison with our study

• Does this study capture the heterogeneity of modern cloud DC?
Modern DCs host vast heterogeneous servers with different CPU
architectures, and GPGPUs, whereas our dataset consists of two
types of servers. However, VM workloads on CPU architecture
are still widely used in cloud DCs, and our dataset comprehen-
sively represents such infrastructure.

• Does the lack of VM or application level features affect the accurate
characterization? Our traces only contain PM-level metrics, and
we do not have VM-level application telemetry data. It is worth
noting that access to application-level data is often restricted in
hyper-scale DCs due to privacy concerns. PM-level metrics can
efficiently characterize and optimize the infrastructure [5, 24].
Researchers can use public application traces and simulate PM-
level utilization [4, 6, 15], while our dataset can model PM’s
energy and temperature.

7.2 Applicability
Some of the important implications of our study and dataset are:
• Predictive resource management in clouds: By studying resource
utilization patterns and the corresponding power and tempera-
ture behavior in a DC, operators can plan effective utilization of
PMs and configure the knobs to reduce energy costs. Our dataset
can be used as the basis for such analysis. It aids development
of predictive ML models to forecast the resource and energy re-
quirements and develop new resource management techniques,
addressing the sustainability of cloud DC effectively.

• Synthetic data generation: Our dataset can be used to gener-
ate extensive synthetic datasets. Data-driven methods for syn-
thetic data generation, such as Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) [31], can use our dataset as representational training data
for their learning processes.

• Simulation experiments: The key findings in this study can also
help researchers to accurately configure their simulation param-
eters in their experiments. For instance, researchers can model
their simulation scenarios using our distribution and variations
values, accurately representing a real-world DC infrastructure.

8 RELATEDWORK
The researchers and industry practitioners have explored meth-
ods to systematically analyze and characterize large-scale comput-
ing systems and develop better resource management techniques.
In 2011, Google released a crucial set of scheduler logs [25], i.e.,

Google cluster-usage traces, which has been studied by hundreds
of researchers to develop new resource management techniques
based on it. The dataset provided information about how resources
and computing jobs are handled within hyper-scale data centers
with the massive scale of Google’s workload demands. The traces
are organized into three-layer, i.e., machines, jobs, and tasks. It has
information about machine events (e.g., add, remove, update), job
events (e.g., ids, submission and completion time, schedule time),
and task-level resource utilizations ( CPU, memory, and disk space).
However, it has been identified that many works have been overfit-
ting to Google’s dataset characteristics [2].

Similarly, researchers at Microsoft Azure published multiple
traces of their DC workloads.The Azure VM traces published in
2017 [7] and in 2019 provides logs of over 2 million VMs belonging
to over 6000 Azure user subscriptions. It has logs for a 5-minute in-
terval containing CPU utilization, VM creation, and deletion time. In
addition, Microsoft also published a dataset for their FaaS (Function-
as-a-Service) cloud service, representing serverless workloads. It
contains hashed ids of function owners and applications and in-
formation such as the number of function executions, the number
of executions per day, and corresponding trigger types [26, 28].
Furthermore, there are traces from Alibaba cloud likewise [18], an-
alyzing characteristics of their DC’s co-allocated online and batch
jobs. They identified crucial observations regarding job failure pat-
terns of batch jobs and resource consumption patterns of online
services, which helps to develop strategies for efficient co-location
of online and batch jobs. Nevertheless, all the available traces from
public clouds only focus on application or VM-level metrics, ignor-
ing the PM-level traces.

Similar to public clouds, there are also several datasets and anal-
yses from many private cloud DCs. Jia et al. [17] studied data anal-
ysis workloads such as page views and daily visitors for web pages.
The goal was to understand the impacts and implications of data
analysis workloads on modern DC servers and recommend opti-
mizations and architectural changes needed. Closest to our study is
Shen et al. [29], who performed a comprehensive study of business-
critical workloads hosted in private cloud DCs of Bitbrain. They
collected long-termworkload traces from two systems and analyzed
requested and used resources in the CPU, memory, network, and
disk of 1750 VMs for 1 and 3 months duration. Based on their find-
ings, the authors also discussed the possible resource management
technique to increase the cloud DC efficiency. These studies as well
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focus on specific application types or VM-level metrics, ignoring
the PM-level sensor metrics.

Table 4 compares most relevant available traces. As observed,
all the traces provide workload or VM-level metrics and do not
explicitly represent PM-level utilization metrics and servers’ corre-
sponding energy and temperature sensor readings. In addition, our
traces are collected for a more extended period. It is important to
note that numerous studies and traces are available representing
the Grids and standard HPC clusters [2, 11, 19], and a wide variety
of cloud applications such as failure analysis traces [8] and model-
ing spot instance prices [16]. All of these traces also represent only
application-level traces without PM-level data. We do not review
them in detail in this study, as we focus on virtualized and shared
multi-tenant cloud infrastructures.

9 CONCLUSIONS
This work presents a comprehensive analysis of PM-level metrics
of a cloud DC, covering resource utilization, energy consumption,
and thermal behavior. We used statistical tools to explore and ex-
amine the data center resources over time, revealing their distribu-
tion, variation, and usage patterns. Our analysis not only confirms
some common assumptions, such as low utilization of computing
resources in the cloud, but also challenges others, such as the rela-
tionship between utilization, energy, and heat. Our study and open
source dataset provide a valuable resource for researchers and DC
operators to conduct further studies and design innovative resource
management techniques for cloud data centers.
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